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This invention relates to a mercury switch, and 
more particularly to a magnetically operated 
mercury switch particularly adapted for use in 
an electric fence energizer, for example. 
One feature of this invention is that it pro 

vides an improved mercury switch; another fea 
ture of this invention is that it provides a mercury 
switch‘with improved means to create a time 
delay before the circuit associated with said 
switch is closed; a further feature of this inven 
tion is that it provides a mercury switch adapted 
to provide improved stability in the circuit in 
which it is used; yet another feature of this in 
vention is that it provides a mercury switch al 
lowing more exact predetermination of magnetic 
circuit conditions in the apparatus wherein it is 
used; still a further feature of this invention is 
that it provides a mercury switch wherein inertia 
of a portion of the mercury is utilized to retard 
the movement of the terminal bridging means; 
yet a further feature of this invention is that it 
provides a mercury switch wherein a portion 
of the mercury follows the movement of the ter 
minal bridging means before the circuit is broken, 
thereby causing the terminal bridging means to 
move a greater distance in order to close the cir 
cuit; still another feature of this invention is 
that it provides a mercury switch including a 
dividing portion between the terminals so lo 
cated as to insure that almost all vaporized I 
mercury returns to the proper terminal upon 
condensation. Additional features and advan 
tages of this invention will be apparent from the 
following speci?cation and the drawings in 
which: 
Figure 1 is a plan view of my new mercury 

switch showing its relation to the operating elec 
tromagnet; 
Figure 2 is an elevational view of the switch 

and magnet shown in Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is an enlarged longitudinal section 

through my new switch showing the parts in one 
stage of operation; 
Figure 4 is a longitudinal section of the switch 

shown in Figure 3, showing the parts in another 
stage of operation; 
And Figure 5 is a longitudinal section through 

the switch shown in Figure 3 showing the parts 
in still anotherlstage of operation. 
Magnetically operated mercury switches are 

used in many types of apparatus, and the switch 
I am here disclosing is capable of such general 
application and use. My new switch, however, 
has been especially designed and is particulary 
adapted for use in intermittently making and 
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breaking the circuit in electric fence energizing 
equipment. Electric fences are intended to stop 
animals and keep them within a desired en 
closure, by the effect of electrical shocks rather 
than by sheer.mechanical strength, the shock 
used being strong enough to cause the animal to 
avoid the fence after it has been shocked once 
or twice, but not strong enough seriously to in 
jure the animal or anyone accidently coming in 
contact with the fence wire. Where the fence 
wire is briefly periodically energized it has been 
determined that, for reasons of safety, the max 
imum current deliverable to the fence should 
not exceed 25 milliamperes, and the shock im 
pulse duration should not exceed 116 of a second 
nor occur more often than once a second; and 
certain States have incorporated these and sim 
ilar requirements in their codes. Accordingly, 
energizing devices for electric fences provide a 
series of brief periodic impulses to the fence and 
incorporate a circuit interrupting switch actuated 
by timing means in such manner that each shock 
impulse has less than '11, second duration and 
occurs less than 60 times per minute, usually in 
the neighborhood of 50 impulses per minute. 
In my application for an electric fence ener 

gizer ?led November 26, 1945 as Serial No. 630,811 
I disclosed an electric fence energizer particularly 
designed for battery operation incorporating a 
novel timing system adapted to use hermetically 
sealed contacts, and which utilized electrical > 
rather than mechanical factors for regulation of 
the timing. Such an electric fence energizer 
may use a mercury switch, for providing the 
periodic shock impulses, of the character shown 
in my co-pending application Serial No. 597,991, 
?led June '7, 1945 which was subsequently aban 
doned; but I have devised and am here disclos 
ing and claiming a novel and improved mercury 
switch which may be used in apparatus such as 
is disclosed in my prior application Serial No. 
630,811. 
Such energizing apparatus as is disclosed in my 

prior application last above mentioned may use 
a transformer with a winding of a large number 
of turns on a magnetic core structure of consider 
able weight and size, so that the inductance of 
the winding is so high as to require more than a 
second for the current and magnetic field to 
build up to maximum when the winding is con 
nected to a D. C. source, as a battery. The ap 
paratus is so constructed that when a desired op 
erating current is reached means are provided 
(as by utilizing a portion of flux in the core 
structure) to open the switch for a brief period. 
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This disconnects the winding from the D. C. 
source, the magnetic ?eld around the winding 
collapses, and a high voltage, steep wave front 
shock impulse is delivered to the fence by trans 
former action. 

For a number of reasons it is desirable to hold 
the switch open until the winding has discharged 
completely. One of the principal reasons is that 
I have found that unless the switch stays open 
until the energy in the coil has been completely 
discharged, variations in the load conditions on 
the fence will have a tendency to vary the time 
between impulses. For example, if, when the 
fence wire is in its normal open circuited con 
dition, the transformer discharges only "/51 of its 
energy between pulses, a certain length of time 
will be required for the current and magnetic ?eld 
to build up to the point necessary to open the mer 
cury switch. Should the fence wire become par 
tially shorted, as by contacting wet weeds or the 
like, the transformer winding would completely 
discharge in the same time interval (by reason 
of the partial short), and consequently a longer 
time would be necessary to build the current and 
the magnetic ?eld up to the proportions neces 
sary to operate the switch, changing the period 
of operation. 
My new switch provides a novel means of ob 

taining the desired time delay to allow the wind 
ing to completely discharge after each impulse, 
?rst by causing a portion of the mercury to be 
moved by the terminal bridging means and 
utilizing the inertia of the mercury to slow down 
or retard the movement of the terminal bridging 
means, and secondly by providing means whereby 
a portion of the mercury moves with and re 
mains in contact with the terminal bridging 
means for a portion of the distance which said 
terminal bridging means moves in breaking the 
circuit. Consequently, when the terminal bridg 
ing means falls back to reclose the circuit, it must 
travel a greater distance before again contacting 
the mercury. 
A further advantage of my new mercury switch 

is that it is so constructed that the mercury with 
in the container is properly divided and the divi 
sion point is so located that almost all of the 
mercury which vaporizes through occasional arc 
ing within the switch returns, upon condensation, 
to the terminal from which it was vaporized. 

Referring now to the drawings, in Figure l a 
winding III encloses a portion of a core II, the 
pole pieces of the core being adjacent the top of 
the mercury switch designated generally as I2. 
Since the action of such a device is described in 
detail in my application Serial No. 630,811 it will 
not be described further here except to say that 
the members I0 and II form an electromagnet 
connected through the mercury switch to a D. C. 
source, as a battery, and the magnetic ?eld 
around said members increases to a point where 
the armature I3 (at least the right end of which 
is of magnetic material) within the mercury 
switch is drawn up from the position shown in 
Figure 3 to the position shown in Figure 5 and the 
circuit is momentarily broken. Since this circuit 
provides the energizing current for the electroe 
magnet, the magnetic ?eld immediately collapses 
and the armature I3 falls by gravity back to the 
position shown in Figure 3, the circuit is closed, 
the current and magnetic ?eld start to build up 
again,and the cycle is repeated. 
My new mercury switch here provides an ad 

vantage over many conventional mercury switches 
wherein the entire armature is drawn up toward 
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4 
the magnet and the circuit may be broken at 
either terminal, for in my switch one end only 
of the armature moves upward, and the circuit 
is always broken at the same terminal. Thus the 
air gap between the poles of the electromagnet 
may be small, and the distance between the poles 
and circuit breaking end of the armature may be 
predetermined with accuracy. 
The mercury switch I2 comprises a sealed con 

tainer I4 constructed of glass or some other in 
sulating material. Within the sealed container 
is a quantity of a conducting liquid, as mercury 
I5, and two contact elements I8 and I‘! which 
enter the sealed container through the bottom 
near the respective ends of such container. By 
reason of the fact that the container is so con 
structed that a well portion surrounds each of 
the contact elements I6 and II, the mercury is 
divided into two portions and one portion I5a 
together with the contact element It forms one 
terminal means I8 of the switch. The other por 
tion I5b together with the contact element I'I 
forms the other terminal means I9 of the switch. 

It is to be especially noted that I construct the 
container I4 with a restricted waist portion Ila, 
and that at least two advantages are gained 
thereby: ?rst, the mercury is properly divided to 
form the two terminal means I8 and I8 with no 
possibility of a shorting action through overflow 
of the mercury between the terminals; and sec 
ondly, if arcing occurs within the switch with a 
consequent vaporization of some of the mercury 
from terminal I9, this vaporized mercury will, 
upon condensation, ?ow back to terminal I9, since 
the restricted portion is considerably nearer ter 
minal I8 than terminal I9. . 
The armature or terminal bridging means I3 

includes a portion 20 near one end thereof ex 
tending transverse to the main body of the arma 
ture and adapted to be in constant contact with 
terminal I8, which portion is formed by a loop 
in the armature in the particular embodiment of 
my invention illustrated herewith. The lower 
portion of this loop 20 contacts and ?oats upon 
the surface of the mercury at terminal I8. It will 
be noted that this contacting portion extends 
below the normal surface of the mercury at such 
terminal, the normal surface of the ‘mercury 
being de?ned as the surface line of the quantity 
of mercury illustrated in such a container in the 
absence of the portion 20. The upper side of 
the portion 20 of the armature extends into and 
contacts the surface of a dome portion Ilb of the 
container, which dome portion is located imme 

r diately above the terminal I8. Thus it will be 
apparent that upon movement of the armature 
I3, the armature will pivot about the point where 
the upper side of the portion 20 meets the sur 
face of the dome Nb, and as the right hand por 
tion (in the drawing) of the armature is moved 
upward, the lower side of the portion 20 will move 
to the right in the mercury thus moving the mer 
cury. The inertia of the mercury will retard or 
slow down the movement of the armature, thus 
providing a portion of the desirable time delay 
between the time when the circuit is broken and 
the time when the circuit is again completed. 
An additional factor in providing this time de 

lay comes from the enlarged or ball-shaped por 
tion at the right end of the armature I3, the sur 
face of this portion being of mercury-wettable 
material, as for example, copper or nickel. The 
ball shaped portion may be formed of such a 
mercury-wettable material, or it may be formed 
of highly magnetic material, as iron, and be sur 
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faced with a mercury-wettable material, as by 
plating. As may be most clearly seen in Figure 4, 
when the electromagnet starts to draw the arma 
ture upward, the mercury will tend to cling to the 
enlarged or ball-shaped portion of the armature 
and will form the elongated meniscus 22. when 
the armature has moved upward slightly farther 
than as shown in Figure 4 the weight of the mer 
cury will cause it to fall away from the portion 2i 
and the circuit will be broken. The magnetic 
?eld immediately collapses, but the inertia of the 
armature causes it to continue to move upward 
to the position shown in Figure 5, from which 
position it falls back onto the now normal surface 
of the mercury at terminal 19. It will be readily 
seen that the armature must fall back a greater 
distance before it again contacts the mercury, 
thus providing an additional time delay which is 
cumulative with the time delay created by the 
dashpot or paddle action of the portion 20 with 
the mercury at terminal l8, and the parts of the 
electric fence energizer may readily be so con 
structed that the energy in the transformer wind 
ing is completely discharged during this time de 
lay before the circuit is remade. 
The restricted waist portion Ma is located con 

siderably closer to the terminal l8 than to the 
terminal I! because, while the portion 20 of the 
armature is in constant contact with terminal I8, 
the portion 2| of the armature intermittently 
makes and breaks contact with terminal l8. Any 
arcing which occurs within the switch, therefore, 
will occur at terminal I9, and since terminal I9 
is in the larger portion of the container all or 
almost all of the mercury which vaporizes upon 
this arcing will return to terminal I8. 

Obviously a washer or the like could be used in 
place of the loop portion Ill, any other enlarged 
shape could be used in place of the ball-shaped 
portion 2|, and various other means of pivoting 
the armature might be employed. However, I 
prefer the wire loop rather than the washer in 
order to keep the construction as light as pos 
sible and insure that the member 20 ?oats on 
the mercury so that its upper side constantly con 
tacts the upper surface of the dome Mb. I also 
prefer to use a ball-shaped portion 2| rather than 
some other enlarged shape because it acts ad 
vantageously in causing the elongated meniscus, 
as shown in Figure 4, and the pivoting means d’s 
closed is extremely simple and effective. 

I have found that a mercury switch constructed 
in accordance with this speci?cation results in an 
improved time delaying action which is desirable 
in electric fence energizers, as heretofore ex 
plained; results in improved stability-that is, 
voltage and current in the periodic pulses deliv 
ered to the fence remain almost constant to the 
very end of the life of the battery used in the fence 
energizer even though the frequency of the pulses 
may slow down as much as 50 per cent as the bat 
tery is used up; and results in allowing a more ac‘ 
curate predetermination of magnetic conditions, 
as the circuit breaking always takes place at one 
terminal and consequently the flux path may be 
made across a very short air gap always with 
reference to that terminal without the necessity 
of allowing for a change of distance such as would 
be necessary if the circuit was broken at either 
or both terminals. 
While I have shown and described certain em 

bodiments of my invention, it is to be understood 
that it is capable of many modi?cations. 
Changes, therefore, in the construction and ar 
rangement may be made without departing from 
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the spirit and scope of the invention, as disclosed 
in the appended claims. 

Iclaim: 
1. A magnetically operated switch of the char 

acter described, including: a sealed container 
having a conducting liquid therein and a dome 
portion providing a fulcrum; a ?rst terminal 
within the container, said terminal including a 
portion of said conducting liquid; a second ter 
minal within the container, said second terminal 
including a separate portion of the conducting 
liquid; and a movable member of conducting ma 
terial for selectively bridging said terminals, at 
least a portion of such bridging member near 
one end thereof being of magnetic material for 
selectively causing said bridging member to make 
and break contact with said ?rst terminal, the 
other end of such bridging member having a por 
tion in constant contact with the second terminal 
and with the container dome portion and so 
formed as to cause substantial movement of the 
conducting liquid at said second terminal for 
retarding the movement of the bridging mem 
ber. 

2. A magnetically operated mercury switch of 
the character described, including: a sealed con 
tainer having a quantity of mercury therein; a 
?rst terminal within the container, said termi 
nal including a portion of said mercury; a sec 
ond terminal within the container, said second 
terminal including a separate portion of the 
mercury; a movable member of conducting ma 
terial for selectively bridging said terminals, at 
least a portion of such bridging member near 
one end thereof being of magnetic material for 
selectively causing said bridging member to make 

' and break contact with said ?rst terminal, the 
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other end of such bridging member having a 
portion in constant contact with the second ter 
minal and in pivotal engagement with the inner 
surface of the container and so formed as to cause 
substantial movement of the mercury at said 
second terminal upon movement of the bridging 
member for retarding the movement of the bridg 
ing member; and structure for pivoting said 
bridging member. 

3. A magnetically operated mercury switch of 
the character described, including: a sealed con 
tainer having a quantity of mercury therein and 
a dome portion in the upper side; a first terminal 
within the container, said terminal including a 
portion of said mercury; a second terminal with 
in the container below the dome portion, said 
second terminal including a separate portion of 
the mercury; and a movable member of conduct 
ing material for selectively bridging said termi 
nals, at least a portion of such bridging mem 
ber near one end thereof being of magnetic ma 
terial for selectively causing said bridging mem 
ber to make and break contact with said ?rst 
terminal, the other end of such bridging mem 
ber including a portion extending transverse 
to the main body of the bridging member, the 
upper side of such transverse portion extending 
into engagement with the dome portion of the 
container, and the lower side of such transverse 
portion contacting said second terminal and ex 
tending below the normal surface of the mercury 
at said second terminal to cause substantial 
movement of the mercury upon movement of the 
bridging member for retarding the movement of 
the bridging member. 

4. A magnetically operated mercury switch of 
the character described, including: a sealed con 
tainer having a quantity of mercury therein 
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and a dome portion‘ in the upper side; a ?rst ter 
minal within the container, said terminal in 
cluding a portion of said mercury; a second ter 
minal within the container below the dome por 
tion, said second terminal including a separate 
portion oi‘ the mercury; and a movable member 
of conducting material for selectively bridging 
said terminals, at least a portion 01' such bridg 
ing member near one end thereof being of mag 
netic material for selectively causing said bridg 
ing member to make and break contact with 
said‘?rst terminal, the other end of such bridg 
ing member including a loop extending trans 
verse to the main body of the bridging member. 
the upper side of said loop extending into pivotal 
engagement with the dome portion of the con 
tainer for fulcrumingthe bridging member, and 
thelower s'wde of said loop contacting said sec 
end terminal and extending below the normal 
surface of the mercury at said second terminal 
to cause substantial movement of the mercury 
upon movement. of the bridging member .for re 
tarding the movement of the bridging member. 

5. A magnetically operated mercury switch of 
the character described, including: a sealed con 
tainer having a quantity of mercury therein and 
a dome portion in the upper side; a ?rst termi 
nal within .the container, said terminal includ 
ing a portionof said mercury; a second termi 
nal within the container below the dome Portion, 
said second terminal including a separate por 
tion of the mercury; and a movable member of 
conducting. material _for selectively bridging said 
terminals, one end of such bridging member be 
ing magnetically operated to selectively make 
and break contact with said ?rst terminal, said 
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bridging member including an enlarged ball por-' 
tion having a diameter at least twice the width 
of said bridging member, said ball portion being 
near said end of the bridging member and have 
ing a mercury--wettable portion for causing an 
elongated meniscus in the surface oi! the mercury 
at said ?rst terminal before breaking contact 
with said terminal, the other end of such bridge 
ing member including a loop extending trans 
verse to the main body of the bridging member,» 
the upper side of said loop extending into the 
dome portion of the container, and the lower side 
of said loop contacting said second terminal and 
extending below the normal surface of the mer 
cury at said second terminal to cause substan 
tial movement of the mercury upon movement 
of the bridging member for retarding the move 
ment of the bridging member. - 

LoRELL JOHN SCHILLING. 
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